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Let X be a non-commutative monoid with term order; let R be a commutative, unital
ring; let I be an ideal in the non-commutative polynomial ring RhXi; and let f 2 RhXi.
In this setting the problem of determining whether f 2 I is studied. In a manner
analogous to the commutative case, see Mo˜ller (1989), weak Gro˜bner bases are deflned
and their basic properties are studied. We will see that in the non-commutative setting,
when the coe–cient ring is not a fleld, and when we enlarge the polynomial ring by
adding more variables, weak Gro˜bner bases may exhibit unpleasant behavior that has
no analog in the commutative case. Quite in general for f 2 RhXi, it is undecidable
whether f 2 I. This follows from the fact that the word problem for free semigroups
is undecidable. If I is generated by a recursively enumerable set, then we give a semi-
decision procedure that halts if and only if f 2 I. Finally we examine a class of nicely
behaved ideals for which weak Gro˜bner bases can be easly computed.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Since the introduction, by Buchberger (1965), of Gro˜bner bases for ideals in commuta-
tive polynomial rings over a fleld, a number of authors have extended and generalized
the theory of Gro˜bner bases to various other algebraic objects. The theory of Gro˜bner
bases has been extended to include ideals in commutative polynomial rings with coe–-
cients in commutative, unital rings that satisfy certain computability requirements, see
for example Mo˜ller (1989) and Zacharias (1978). For the commutative case, where the
coe–cient ring is the ring of integers, Gallo and Mishra (1994) gives a bound on the num-
ber of steps required to solve the ideal membership problem. Focusing their attention
on the variables, the theory of Gro˜bner bases has been extended to non-commutative
polynomial rings with coe–cients in a fleld (Mora, 1985), and to algebras (over a fleld)
of solvable type Kandri-Rody and Weispfenning (1990). In this article we will consider
ideals in non-commutative polynomial rings with coe–cients in commutative rings that
satisfy certain computability requirements. For these rings we will soon see that the ideal
membership problem is undecidable. However, for an ideal I in the non-commutative
polynomial ring RhXi, generated by a recursively enumerable set, and with f 2 RhXi,
we will give a semi-decision procedure that halts if and only if f 2 I.
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In this article we shall use a module of syzygies approach to study the ideal mem-
bership problem for ideals in non-commutative polynomial rings with coe–cients in a
general commutative, unital ring. In addition we will introduce the concept of multipli-
cation polynomials in order to make our proofs resemble the proofs for the commutative
case, at least to the extent possible. Modules of syzygies were flrst introduced to study
Gro˜bner bases in non-commutative polynomial rings in Mora (1988); this article was
never published, so for the convenience of the reader, we will include all of the neces-
sary background material on modules of syzygies for non-commutative polynomial rings.
As it turns out, the syzygies approach used to study Gro˜bner bases in the commuta-
tive case generalizes nicely to the non-commutative case except for one major point,
namely that for RhXi, a non-commutative polynomial ring, with term order, and for
0 62 F = ff1; : : : ; fng µ RhXi, it may be that the module of syzygies, on the leading
terms of the fi, is not flnitely generated. In the case where the coe–cient ring R is a
fleld, we may restrict our attention to a flnite set of non-trivial syzygies (Mora, 1988,
1994). Unfortunately these methods do not extend, in a straight forward manner, to the
case where the coe–cient ring is not a fleld. We will be forced to use other methods to
deal with the possibility that this module of syzygies may not be flnitely generated.
In the commutative case, one often computes a weak Gro˜bner basis by computing bases
of various modules of syzygies, until all appropriate S-polynomials are weakly reducible
to zero, see for example Mo˜ller (1989). We are able to extend this idea to the case of
non-commutative polynomial rings by examining various increasingly larger subsets of
generating sets of the various modules of syzygies that arise from an extension of the usual
Buchberger Algorithm. This will lead almost at once to a semi-decision procedure that
halts if and only if f 2 I. We should mention that this is the best that can be done with
respect to solving the ideal membership problem for non-commutative polynomial rings.
It is well known that for semigroups the word problem is undecidable. For semigroups the
word problem can be stated as follows: let W be a free semigroup on a flnite alphabet; let
E = f(li; ri)gni=1 ‰W £W and let »E be the smallest relation on W such that li »E ri
for i = 1; : : : ; n, and such that tl »E tr and lt »E rt whenever l; r; t 2 W and l »E r;
and flnally let ’E be the symetric, re°exive, transitive closure of »E . The word problem
asks us to decide, for E a flnite subset of W £W and for x; y 2 W whether x ’E y. A
solution to the ideal membership problem would lead to a solution to the word problem
as follows: Let IE be the ideal in RhW i generated by fl¡r j (l; r) 2 Eg. We have x ’E y
if and only if x ¡ y 2 IE . The relation between the ideal membership problem and the
word problem is also discussed in Mora (1994).
Weak Gro˜bner bases are deflned for non-commutative polynomial rings in a manner
analogous to the way they are deflned for commutative polynomial rings in Mo˜ller (1989).
The basic properties of non-commutative weak Gro˜bner bases are studied. Following
Bayer et al. (1993), we are able to show that if F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for the ideal in
AhXi generated by F , and B is a °at extension of A, then F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for
the ideal inBhXi generated by F . Moreover by using multiplication polynomials the proof
for the non-commutative case is almost word for word the same as the aforementioned
proof for the commutative case. We will also show that when the coe–cient ring is not a
fleld, and when we enlarge the polynomial ring by adding more variables, weak Gro˜bner
bases can exhibit unpleasant behavior that has no analog in the commutative case. In
particular, if X and Y are monoids with term orders such that X is a submonoid of Y ,
and if for all x; y 2 X with x < y in X we also have x < y in Y , then we will call Y
an order preserving extension of X. In this setting it may very well be that for some
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F µ RhXi we have that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for the ideal in RhXi generated by
F , but F is not a weak Gro˜bner basis for the ideal in RhY i generated by F . However, we
will show that if the ring R is a PID, if X is a flnitely generated free monoid with term
order, if F = ff1; : : : ; fmg µ RhXi, and if there is an order preserving extension X µ Z,
with Z a free monoid and X 6= Z such that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for the ideal
in RhZi generated by F , then for every Y , a free, flnitely generated, order preserving
extension of X (it may be that X = Y ), we have that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for
the ideal in RhY i generated by F . Moreover we are able to show that this property of
a weak Gro˜bner basis remaining a weak Gro˜bner basis under order preserving extension
of the monoid is not dependent upon the particular Gro˜bner basis chosen but rather,
for a given term order, is an intrinsic property of the ideal in question. We present a
semi-decision procedure that halts if and only if the ideal in question possesses a weak
Gro˜bner basis that remains a weak Gro˜bner basis under extension of the monoid. If the
semi-decision procedure halts, then it also gives a weak Gro˜bner basis that remains a
weak Gro˜bner basis under an order preserving extension of the monoid. Finally, as an
application of our theory of extendible weak Gro˜bner bases, we will give a generalization
of Poincar¶e{Birkhofi{Witt Theorem that includes Lie algebras over a PID.
2. Polynomials and Multiplication Polynomials
Let X be a monoid that has a term ordering, that is, a total ordering < such that flrst,
if v; w 2 X with v < w, and if x; y 2 X are arbitrary, then xvy < xwy, and such that
second there are no inflnite decreasing sequences x1 > x2 > ¢ ¢ ¢ > xn > ¢ ¢ ¢. To avoid
trivialities we shall assume that X is generated by more than one element. Now let R be
a commutative, unital ring. We deflne the polynomial ring RhXi to be the ring whose
elements are flnite linear combinations, over R, of elements in X; RhXi = fPni=1 riti j
ri 2 R and ti 2 Xg. Addition in RhXi is performed in the usual way. Multiplication is
deflned as expected in terms of the multiplication in X and with the understanding that
elements of R commute with elements of X. Let 1R 2 R be the multiplicative unity in
R, and let eX 2 X be the multiplicative unity in X. If r 2 R and t 2 X are arbitrary,
then we identify r with reX and t with 1Rt. In this way we consider R to be a subring
of RhXi and X to be a submonoid of RhXi. These conventions shall be in efiect for the
entire article. Elements of RhXi will be called polynomials with coe–cients in R and
terms in X. Elements of R will be called coe–cients, elements of X will be called terms,
and elements of the form rt with r 2 R and t 2 X will be called monomials. Although
0 62 X, it will sometimes be convenient to consider that 0 also be a term. In this case
we will make the convention that for all t 2 X we have 0 < t. We also note that for all
t 2 X, with t 6= eX we have eX < t. This follows since we must have either eX < t, or
t < eX . In the latter case we would have t = eXt > tt = t2, similarly t2 > t3 and so
forth, creating an inflnite descending chain, contradicting the deflnition of a term order.
In case X is a flnitely generated free monoid, we have the usual deflnition of the degree
of a term. We will say that a term order is degree compatible if whenever deg x > deg y
we also have x > y.
Let f =
Pn
i=1 riti 2 RhXi with 0 6= ri 2 R, ti 2 X and t1 > t2 > ¢ ¢ ¢ > tn. We
deflne hc(f) = r1, ht(f) = t1 and MT (f) = r1t1. If I is a two-sided ideal in RhXi, then
MT (I) will be the two-sided ideal in RhXi generated by the set fMT (f) j f 2 Ig. We
will, in general, insist that all ideals be two sided unless otherwise specifled. If R is an
arbitrary unital ring and F µ R, then the ideal in R generated by the elements of F will
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be denoted by IdR(F ), or simply by Id(F ) if no confusion can result from omitting the
subscript. Now let F = ff1; : : : ; fng µ RhXi, and let I = Id(F ). We will say that F is a
weak Gro˜bner basis for I if Id(fMT (f1); : : : ;MT (fn)g) = MT (I).
Now we will denote the tensor product RhXi ›R RhXi by RhXi⁄. Addition in RhXi⁄
is deflned as usual for the tensor product. We deflne multiplication as follows: letting
r; s 2 R, and letting t; u; v; w 2 X, we set (rt › u)(sv › w) = (rs)(tv › wu). We extend
this to a multiplication on RhXi⁄ in the obvious way. Clearly RhXi⁄ is a unital ring. We
will denote by X⁄ the set of all elements of the form u›v with u; v 2 X. Clearly X⁄ has an
induced monoid structure, making it a submonoid of RhXi⁄ in the obvious way. With this
set-up we will deflne a left RhXi⁄-module structure on RhXi. Let t; u; v 2 X, and r; s 2 R
so that rt is a monomial in RhXi and su› v 2 RhXi⁄. We set (su› v)(rt) = (sr)(utv),
and we extend this multiplication to arbitrary elements from RhXi⁄ and RhXi in the
obvious way. Thus not only is RhXi a left RhXi⁄ module, but if I µ RhXi, then I is an
ideal in RhXi considered as a ring if and only if I is a submodule of RhXi considered as
a left RhXi⁄ module.
We deflne an equivalence relation » on X⁄ as follows: If u1 › v1; u2 › v2 2 X⁄, then
we set u1 › v1 » u2 › v2 in the event that u1tv1 = u2tv2 for all t 2 X. Let Xe be the set
of all equivalence classes in X⁄ under ». If u › v 2 X⁄, then we will denote by [u › v]
the equivalence class of u› v in Xe. Clearly Xe has a well-deflned monoid structure as
a quotient of X⁄. We will deflne RhXie to be the polynomial ring whose elements are a
flnite linear combination, over R, of elements in Xe; RhXie = fPni=1 ri`i j ri 2 R and
`i 2 Xeg. Addition and multiplication are deflned in RhXie in the obvious way, and
RhXi has an obvious left RhXie module structure such that if I µ RhXi, then I is an
ideal in RhXi considered as a ring if and only if I is a submodule of RhXi considered
as a left RhXie module. Now let I = ff 2 RhXi⁄ j fg = 0 for all g 2 RhXig. It is
clear that I is an ideal in RhXi, and it is also clear that RhXie and RhXi⁄=I are not
only canonically isomorphic but also induce canonically equivalent module structures on
RhXi. In the case that X is a free monoid, each equivalence class in Xe consists of exactly
one element and moreover Rhxie and RhXi⁄ are canonically isomorphic. If X is not free,
then RhXie may in some sense be considerably smaller than RhXi⁄. In the case where X
is not free, there may be considerable advantage to selecting appropriate representatives
of the various equivalence classes that constitute Xe. For the rest of this article we will
choose to work with RhXie, however we should note that many of our results and their
proofs will remain valid as they stand if we replace RhXie with RhXi⁄.
We will call RhXie the ring of multiplication polynomials, and we will call elements
of RhXie multiplication polynomials. The elements of Xe will be called multiplication
terms. Elements of RhXie having the form r`, with r 2 R and ` 2 Xe, will be called
multiplication monomials. Now let f =
Pn
i=1 riti 2 RhXi. We will say that
Pn
i=1 riti
is in simplifled form if ri 6= 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n, and for i 6= j we have ti 6= tj . Similarly
if g 2 RhXie then we may write g = Pni=1 ‰i`i with ‰i 2 R and `i 2 Xe. We will
also say that
Pn
i=1 ‰i`i is in simplifled form if ‰i 6= 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n and for i 6= j we
have `i 6= `j . Now let f =
Pm
i=1 riti 2 RhXi and g =
Pn
j=1 ‰j`j 2 RhXie, with both
sums in simplifled form. We set ht⁄(gf) = maxf`jtigm;ni;j=1. Note that ht⁄(gf) depends
not on the product gf , but rather upon the factors g, and f . If g =
Pn
i=1 ‰i`i 2 RhXie
is in simplifled form, if t; u 2 X, and if f`i j `iu = tg is not empty, then we set
Mut (g) =
Pf‰i`i j `iu = tg, otherwise we set Mut (g) = 0. For t; u 2 X we deflne
M(t; u) = f` 2 Xe j `t = ug.
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Now let F = ff1; : : : ; fng µ RhXi, and let g1; : : : ; gn 2 RhXie. We will say that
f =
Pn
i=1 gifi is a weak Gro˜bner representation for f in terms of F if ht(f) =
maxfht⁄(gifi)gni=1; we will say that f has a monomial weak Gro˜bner representation
with respect to F if in addition each of the gi is either zero or is a multiplication mono-
mial, and when gi 6= 0, ht(gifi) = ht(f). We say that f reduces weakly to h modulo F ,
written f w¡!F h, whenever ht(h) < ht(f), and f ¡ h has a weak Gro˜bner representa-
tion in terms of F , we say that f monomially reduces weakly to h, written f
m;w¡!F h,
whenever ht(h) < ht(f) and, f ¡ h has a monomial weak Gro˜bner representation with
respect to F . Finally we let w¡!⁄F denote the transitive re°exive closure of w¡!F , and we
let
m;w¡!⁄F denote the transitive re°exive closure of m;w¡!F . We will say that f is in normal
form with respect to F if there does not exist h such that f w¡!F h. We will say that
h is a normal form for f with respect to F if f w¡!⁄F h, and if h is in normal form with
respect to F .
3. Module of Syzygies
Let (RhXie)n denote the n-fold Cartesian product of RhXie with itself, and let M =
(M1; : : : ;Mn) be an n-tuple of non-zero monomials in RhXi. An elementG = (g1; : : : ; gn) 2
(RhXie)n will be called a syzygy on M if Pni=1 giMi = 0. Let S(M) µ (RhXie)n be the
set of all syzygies on M . Clearly S(M) is a left RhXie-module but is not, in general, a
right RhXie-module. In general S(M) will not be flnitely generated. It will be convenient
to let e1; : : : ; en be the canonical basis on (RhXie)n, so that if G = (g1; : : : ; gn) 2 S(M),
then we may write G =
Pn
i=1 giei.
Now let G =
Pn
i=1 giei 2 S(M), and let each gi =
PNi
ji=1
r
(i)
j `
(i)
j , where 0 6= r(i)j 2 R,
`
(i)
j 2 Xe. Assume also that each
PNi
ji=1
r
(i)
j `
(i)
j is in simplifled form. For t 2 X we
say that G is T-homogeneous of T-degree t, if for all j and for some ‰(i)j 2 R, we have
`
(i)
j (Mi) = ‰
(i)
j t. Let St(M) denote the set of all T-homogeneous syzygies on M of T-
degree t. Clearly S(M) = 't2XSt(M); and for each ` 2 Xe, and for each t 2 X, we have
`St(M) µ S`t(M). In this way S(M) is a graded RhXie-module. We will refer to this
grading as the T-grading on S(M).
Now suppose that, for 1 • i • m, each Gi is a T-homogeneous syzygy of T-degree
ti, and suppose that G =
Pm
i=1 uiGi, where ui 2 RhXie, and G is T-homogeneous of
T-degree t. If each ui =
PNi
j=1 ‰
(i)
j `
(i)
j , with ‰
(i)
j 2 R and `(i)j 2 Xe, and the sum is in
simplifled form, then we may assume that each `(i)j satisfles `
(i)
j ti = t. If there is some `
(i)
j0
such that `(i)j0 ti 6= t, then not all terms resulting from `
(i)
j0
Gi will be T-homogeneous of
T-degree t. Thus if „ui =
Pf‰(i)j `(i)j j `(i)j ti = tg, and if u^i = Pf‰(i)j `(i)j j `(i)j ti 6= tg,
then we must have
Pm
i=1 u^iGi = 0, and so we also must have
Pm
i=1 „uiGi = G. Thus when
we have G, Gi and ui as above, we may assume that each `
(i)
j satisfles `
(i)
j ti = t. This
assumption shall remain in force for the entire article.
As in the commutative case we have:
Theorem 1. Let 0 62 F = ff1; : : : ; fng µ RhXi, I = Id(F ) and M = (MT (f1); : : : ;MT (fn)).
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1. F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for I.
2. Every f 2 I has a weak Gro˜bner representation in terms of F ,
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3. Let fGigi2⁄ be a basis for S(M), with each Gi = (g(i)1 ; : : : ; g(i)n ) T-homogeneous
of T-degree ti. Then any so-called S-polynomial
Pn
j=1 g
(i)
j fj has a weak Gro˜bner
representation in terms of F .
4. f w¡!⁄F 0 for every f 2 I.
5. With fGigi2⁄ as in (3:) we have
Pn
j=1 g
(i)
j fj
w¡!⁄F 0 for all i 2 ⁄.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in the commutative case. For the convenience
of the reader, and to illustrate our methods, we will include the following proof, which
is closely modeled on the proof for the commutative case as presented in Mo˜ller (1989).
(1:) ) (2:) Suppose that f 2 I and that for all g 2 I, with ht(g) < ht(f), g has a weak
Gro˜bner representation. By (1:)
MT (f) =
nX
i=1
hiMT (fi) for some hi 2 RhXie;
moreover we may assume that either ht⁄(hifi) = ht(f) or that hi = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n.
Set
f 0 = f ¡
nX
i=1
hifi:
By construction ht(f 0) < ht(f) so f 0 has a weak Gro˜bner representation
f 0 =
nX
i=1
g0ifi
and thus we get for f the weak Gro˜bner representation
f =
nX
i=1
(hi + g0i)fi:
(2:) ) (3:). Each S-polynomial is in I. (3:) ) (1:) Let f 2 I. We will show that
MT (f) 2 Id(fMT (f1); : : : ;MT (fn)g). Consider an arbitrary representation
f =
nX
i=1
gifi; with gi 2 RhXie and t = maxfht⁄(gifi)gni=1:
If ht(f) = t then MT (f) 2 Id(fMT (f1); : : : ;MT (fn)g). Otherwise suppose that ht(f) < t.
For each i = 1; : : : ; n let ht(fi) = t(i), and set
’i = M t
(i)
t (gi):
Clearly
G =
nX
i=1
’iei 2 S(M):
Suppose that, after possibly re-indexing, we can write G =
Pm
i=1 uiGi, and that eachPn
j=1 g
(i)
j fj has a weak Gro˜bner representation
nX
j=1
g
(i)
j fj =
nX
j=1
h
(i)
j fj ; ht
⁄(h(i)j fj) < ti; i = 1; : : : ;m:
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We also have
nX
j=1
’jfj =
mX
i=1
ui
nX
j=1
g
(i)
j fj =
nX
j=1
‰ mX
i=1
uih
(i)
j
¾
fj :
For each j set gj = gj ¡ ’j and hj = gj +
Pm
i=1 uih
(i)
j . With this setup we have
f =
nX
i=1
hifi; with maxfht⁄(hifi)gni=1 < t:
Repetition of this procedure eventually produces a weak Gro˜bner representation of f
and thus MT (f) 2 Id(fMT (f1); : : : ;MT (fn)g). (1:) ) (4:) is proved as (1:) ) (2:).
(4:)) (5:) is obvious. For (5:)) (3:) take in
h0 =
nX
j=1
g
(i)
j fj
w¡!F h1 w¡!F ¢ ¢ ¢ w¡!F hs = 0
the weak Gro˜bner representations of h0 ¡ h1, h1 ¡ h2,. . . , hs¡1 ¡ hs, and sum them up
to obtain a weak Gro˜bner representation of h0. 2
For the case where the coe–cient ring R is a fleld, the notions of trivial and non-trivial
syzygies has been introduced (Mora, 1988, 1994). When the coe–cient ring is a fleld we
may assume that each fi 2 F has hc(fi) = 1 and ht(fi) = ti. A syzygy of the form
S = `1ei ¡ `2ej , with `1; `2 2 Xe, is called trivial if, for some ! 2 X either we have
`1 = eX›!tj and `2 = ti!›eX , or we have `1 = tj!›eX and `2 = eX›!ti. A syzygy
will be called non-trivial if it has the form S = `1ei ¡ `2ej with `1 = [‚1 › ‰1] 2 Xe,
`2 = [‚2 › ‰2] 2 Xe, where there does not exist ! 2 X such that either ‰1 = !tj‰2 and
‚2 = ‚1ti!, or ‚1 = ‚2tj! and ‰2 = !ti‰1; and where one of the following four conditions
hold: (1:) ‚1 = ‰1 = eX , (2:) ‚2 = ‰2 = eX (3:) ‚1 = ‰2 = eX , (4:) ‚2 = ‰1 = eX . It
is not hard to show that the non-trivial syzygies together with the trivial syzygies form
a T-homogeneous basis for the module of syzygies. It was shown in Mora (1988, 1994)
that when the coe–cient ring is a fleld we may restrict our attention to S-polynomials
resulting from non-trivial syzygies. This has obvious advantages, since it is easy to see
that the set of non-trivial syzygies will always be flnite.
The approach of considering RhXi as a left RhXie-module has many advantages. In
particular many interesting results for the case of commuting variables may be extended,
in a completely straight forward manner, to the case of non-commuting variables. For
example:
Theorem 2. Let ” : A ¡! B be a ring homomorphism. The following two conditions
are equivalent:
1. For any monoid X, with term order, that is generated by more than two elements,
and for any ideal I in AhXi, IdBhXi(MT (I)) = MT (IdBhXi(I)).
2. B is a °at A algebra.
Proof. See Bayer et al. (1993), thm. 3.6, p. 204, only slight modiflcation is needed.
(2) ) (1): Aside from the totally trivial modiflcation of replacing A[x] with AhXi, and
B[x] with BhXi, the sum Pi bi”(fi) with bi 2 B[x] on line 3 must be replaced with
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i bi”(fi) with bi 2 BhXie. (1)) (2): The proof given in Bayer et al. (1993) su–ces for
this more general case. 2
For commuting variables the following was originally proved in Gianni et al. (1989).
Corollary 3. Let X be an arbitrary monoid with term order, let I be an ideal in AhXi,
and let B = S¡1A for a multiplicatively closed set S µ A. Then IdBhXi(MT (I)) =
MT (IdBhXi(I)).
Proof. A ring of fractions is a °at extension. 2
A number of other interesting results from Bayer et al. (1993) extend to the case of
non-commuting variables with no more efiort than what was required for the previous
two results.
Although many properties of weak Gro˜bner bases for commutative polynomial rings
extend to non-commutative polynomial rings in a relatively straight forward manner,
weak Gro˜bner bases in non-commutative polynomial rings can exhibit strange and even
pathological behavior. If X and Y are monoids with term orders <X and <Y respectively,
and X is a submonoid of Y , then we may consider RhXi to be a subring of RhY i in the
obvious way. If F µ RhXi, I = IdRhXi(F ), and J = IdRhY i(F ), then for various choices
of term orders <X and <Y , it is natural to ask what relationships might exist between
a weak Gro˜bner basis for I (in RhXi) and a weak Gro˜bner basis for J (in RhY i). In the
case of commutative polynomial rings, this question has been extensively studied, see
Gianni et al. (1989). Unfortunately, it would seem that we cannot expect nice results in
this area in the case of non-commutative polynomial rings.
Let X and Y be monoids, with X being a submonoid of Y . Let X and Y have term
orders <X and <Y respectively. We will call Y an order preserving extension of X if,
whenever we have x1; x2 2 X and x1 <X x2, then we also have x1 <Y x2; if, in addition,
X 6= Y , then we call Y a proper order preserving extension of X.
Proposition 4. Let RhXi = R[x1; : : : ; xm] and RhY i = R[x1; : : : ; xm; y1; : : : ; yn] be
the usual commutative polynomial rings, with Y an order preserving extension of X;
let F = ff1; : : : ; frg µ RhXi; let I = IdRhXi(F ) and J = IdRhY i(F ); let F be a weak
Gro˜bner basis for I. Then F is also a weak Gro˜bner basis for J .
Proof. We know that g 2 J if and only if there exist some positive integer N1, some
h1; : : : ; hN1 2 I and some g1; : : : ; gN1 2 RhY i such that g =
PN1
j=1 gjhj . Expanding each
gi as a sum of monomials, we can see that g 2 J if and only if there exist some positive
integer N2, some h1; : : : ; hN2 2 I and some m1; : : : ;mN2 monomials in RhY i such that
g =
PN2
j=1mjhj . Absorbing the coe–cients from R and the variables from x1; : : : ; xn
from mj into hj , we can see that g 2 J if and only if there is some positive integer N ,
some h1; : : : ; hN 2 I and some t1; : : : ; tN terms in y1; : : : ; yn such that g =
PN
j=1 tjhj .
Thus we can see that MT (g) = rt¿ where r 2 R, t is a term in y1; : : : ; yn, and ¿ is a term
in x1; : : : ; xm. Thus there is at least one of the tj , from the above sum, such that tj = t.
We have
MT (g) = MT
¡Xftjhj j tj = tg¢ = tMT ¡Xfhj j tj = tg¢:
Thus there is some f 2 I such that MT (g) = tMT (f). But MT (f) 2 IdRhXi(fMT (f1); : : : ;
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MT (fr)g) so MT (g) 2 IdRhY i(fMT (f1); : : : ;MT (fr)g), and so F is a weak Gro˜bner basis
for J . 2
Proposition 5. Let X and Y be flnitely generated free monoids with term orders such
that Y is an order preserving extension of X, and let K be a fleld. If F µ KhXi is
a flnite set such that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for IdKhXi(F ), then F is also a weak
Gro˜bner basis for IdKhY i(F ).
Proof. We may assume that F = ff1; : : : ; fmg where each hc(fi) = 1. It was shown in
Mora (1985) that in this case we may compute weak Gro˜bner bases using only non-trivial
syzygies. 2
Unfortunately, these results do not extend to the case of more general non-commutative
polynomial rings where the coe–cients might not come from a fleld, as the following
example will show.
Example: Let R = Z be the ring of integers, and let X be the free monoid on the set
fu; v; w; x; y; zg, with term order given flrst by degree then lexicographically by u < v <
w < x < y < z. Let Y be the free monoid on fs; u; v; w; x; y; zg with term order by degree
flrst and then lexicographically by s < u < v < w < x < y < z. It is clear that Y is an
order preserving extension of X. We set f1 = 9xww ¡ u; f2 = 15zyy ¡ v; f3 = uu; f4 =
uv; f5 = uw; f6 = ux; f7 = uy; f8 = uz; f9 = vu; f10 = wu; f11 = xu; f12 = yu; f13 =
zu; f14 = vv; f15 = vw; f16 = vx; f17 = vy; f18 = vz; f19 = wv; f20 = xv; f21 = yv; f22 =
zv. For i = 1; : : : ; 22, we set ht(fi) = ti, hc(fi) = ci, F = ff1; : : : ; f22g, and flnally we
set IX = IdZhXi(F ) and IY = IdZhY i(F ). We will show that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis
for IX , but that F is not a weak Gro˜bner basis for IY .
First we will show that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for IX . We notice that f1¡MT (f1) =
u and f2 ¡MT (f2) = v, and that the f3; : : : ; f22 are exactly the terms of degree two in
X that have either u or v as a factor. We will see that because of this the f3; : : : ; f22
can be used to construct the various weak Gro˜bner representations that we shall need. In
particular for any syzygy S =
P22
i=1 giei with corresponding S-polynomial h =
P22
i=1 gifi,
we must show that h has a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to F . From our
previous remarks it is clear that either h = 0, in which case there is nothing to show,
or else we can write h =
Pm
j=1 rjtj , with the sum being in simplifled form, rj 2 Z
and tj a term in fu; v; w; x; y; zg. In this latter case for each j we have deg tj ‚ 2
and either u is a factor of tj or else v is a factor of tj . Thus h not only has a weak
Gro˜bner representation with respect to F , h has a weak Gro˜bner representation with
respect to f3; : : : ; f22. Next we will show that F is not a weak Gro˜bner representation
to IY . Consider S = 5[eY › szyy]e1 ¡ 3[xwws › eY ]e2 2 S(c1t1; : : : ; c22t22). Here we
have h = 5f1szyy ¡ 3xwwsf2 = 3xwwsv ¡ 5uszyy, which clearly does not have a weak
Gro˜bner representation with respect to F , so F is not a weak Gro˜bner basis for IY .
It will be useful to see how this example fails if one of the ingredients, a non-commutative
monoid, or a general coe–cient ring (as opposed to a fleld) is removed. We examine flrst
how the example changes if we assume that the variables commute. It is still the case
that f1 ¡MT (f1) = u and that f2 ¡MT (f2) = v. For any syzygy S =
P22
i=1 giei with
corresponding S-polynomial h =
P22
i=1 gifi, either h = 0, where again there is nothing to
show, or else we can write h =
Pm
j=1 rjtj , with the sum being in simplifled form, rj 2 Z
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and tj is a term. In this latter case we have again that tj has either u or v as a fac-
tor. We also have that each tj also has at least one additional factor from u; v; w; x; y; z;
regardless of how may indeterminates we have. Since we are assuming that the indetermi-
nates commute, juxtaposition of indetermimates is not an issue. Thus, regardless of how
many additional indeterminates we introduce, each S-polynomial has a weak Gro˜bner
representation with respect to ff3; : : : ; f22g. Next we examine what happens when we
consider f1; : : : ; f22 to be polynomials with coe–cients in Q, the rational numbers. We
know from Mora (1988) that we need to consider only non-trivial syzygies. It is easy to
check that, no matter how many extra indeterminates we introduce, all S-polynomials
resulting from non-trivial syzygies have a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to
F . The trivial syzygies that are of interest to us are between f1 and f2. Let T be an
arbitrary term in what ever indeterminates we are considering. Consider now the S-
polynomial h = 3xwwTf2 ¡ 5f1Tzyy = 3xwwTv ¡ 5uTzyy. If the coe–cient ring is the
fleld of rational numbers, then h has a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to
ff1; f2g, namely h = 1=3f1Tv ¡ 1=3uTf2. If, however, the coe–cient ring is the ring
of integers then no such weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to f1; f2 is possible.
This is, in essence, why F fails to be a Gro˜bner basis for the ideal that it generates when
more indeterminates are introduced. We should note also that this example shows that
when the coe–cient ring is not assumed to be a fleld, it is not su–cient to consider only
non-trivial syzygies when computing weak Gro˜bner bases.
In the case where the coe–cient ring, R, is a fleld, reduced Gro˜bner bases are unique.
However, when the coe–cient ring is no longer a fleld this is no longer the case, even
for the case of commuting variables, as is easily seen by the following example: as usual
let Z denote the integers and consider the polynomial ring Z[x; y] in the commuting
variables x; y. We order terms flrst by degree, then lexiciographically by y > x. Let I
be the ideal in Z[x; y] generated by f2x2; 3y2 + x2g. Clearly both f2x2; 3y2 + x2g and
f2x2; 3y2 ¡ x2g are weak Gro˜bner bases for I, and both are as reduced as possible. The
following theorem will show that if Y is an ordering preserving extension of X, and if F
is a weak Gro˜bner basis for IdRhXi(F ), then the answer to the question of whether or
not F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for IdRhY i(F ) is determined by IdRhXi(F ) and not by the
particular choice of F .
Theorem 6. Let X and Y be monoids with term order such that Y is an order preserving
extension of X. Let R be a unital commutative ring. Let 0 62 F µ RhXi be a flnite set.
Let I = IdRhXi(F ). Let J = IdRhY i(F ). Let F be a weak Gro˜bner basis for both I and J .
Let G be any weak Gro˜bner basis for I, then G is also a weak Gro˜bner basis for J .
Proof. Let F = ff1; : : : ; fng, G = fg1; : : : ; gmg, and let h 2 J . Since F is a weak
Gro˜bner basis for J , it follows that we have `1; : : : ; `n 2 RhY ie such that
MT (h) =
nX
i=1
`iMT (fi):
Since G is a weak Gro˜bner basis for I, and F µ I, it follows that for each MT (fi) we
have ’(i)1 ; : : : ; ’
(i)
m 2 RhXie such that
MT (fi) =
mX
j=1
’
(i)
j MT (gi):
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Combining results together we get
MT (h) =
mX
j=1
nX
i=1
`i’
(i)
j MT (gi);
with each `i’
(i)
j 2 RhY ie, thus MT (J) is generated by MT (g1); : : : ;MT (gm) as required.
2
4. Ideal Membership
To be able to perform the computations that we will want to perform in RhXi, it
will be necessary to perform certain computations in X and in R. We will call a monoid
with term order computable if products in X are computable and also the following two
conditions hold.
(i). For each t 2 X the set fu 2 X j u < tg is flnite and computable.
(ii). For each t; u 2 X the set M(t; u) is flnite and computable.
Observe that if X is a flnitely generated free monoid with term order flrst by degree and
then by some lexicographic criterion, then X is computable.
We will call a ring R computable, if in addition to the usual arithmetic operations
being computable, the following two conditions hold:
(i). Ideals in R are detachable, that is if a; r1; : : : ; rn 2 R, then there is an algorithm to
decide whether a 2 Id(fr1; : : : ; rng), and if so, to produce ‰1; : : : ; ‰n 2 R such that
a =
Pn
i=1 ri‰i.
(ii). Syzygies in R are solvable, that is given r1; : : : ; rn 2 R, we can flnd a flnite set of
generators for the R module f(‰1; : : : ; ‰n) 2 Rn j
Pn
i=1 ‰iri = 0g.
The two conditions on the ring R are due to Zacharias (1978).
It was shown in Kandri-Rody and Weispfenning (1990) that, quite in general, if I is an
ideal in RhXi and f 2 RhXi, for some commutative unital ring R and some monoid X,
then we cannot expect to flnd an algorithm to determine if f 2 I. We will see, however,
that under the assumptions that R and X are computable, and under the assumption
that there is a recursively enumerable generating set for I, then there is a semi-decision
procedure that halts if and only if f 2 R.
We will start by considering the following situation: Let F = ffig1i=1 be a countably
inflnite sequence of polynomials in RhXi. Now let T = f¿ig1i=1 be a sequence of terms
in X such that for all i we have ¿i < ¿i+1 and such that for all t 2 X there is some ¿i 2 T
such that t < ¿i. We will call such a sequence of terms a partition on X. For example,
if X is a flnitely generated free monoid with a term order that is degree compatible, then
we may select for each ¿i the maximum term in X with degree equal to iN for some
flxed multiplicative constant N . Let M1; : : : ;Mn be non-zero monomials in RhXi, and
let M = (M1; : : : ;Mn). If G = fGjgj2J is a T-homogeneous basis for S(M), then we
set Trunc (G; ¿i) = fGj 2 G j the T-degree of Gj is less than or equal to ¿ig. Finally
the sequence fBig1i=1, of flnite subsets of RhXi, will be called a critical sequence for
I = Id(F) if:
(i). B1 µ B2 µ : : : µ I.
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(ii). For each i we have fi 2 Bi and 0 62 Bi.
(iii). If Bi = fb(i)1 ; : : : ; b(i)Nig and M = (MT (b
(i)
1 ); : : : ;MT (b
(i)
Ni
)), then there is some G =
fGjgj2J a T-homogeneous basis for S(M) such that for each Gj =
PNi
k=1 °
(j)
k ek 2
Trunc (G; ¿i) we have either
PNi
k=1 °
(j)
k b
(j)
k
w¡!⁄Bi b(i+1)‘ for some b(i+1)‘ 2 Bi+1 orPNi
k=1 °
(j)
k b
(j)
k
w¡!⁄Bi 0.
Theorem 7. Let F ; T , and I be as above, and let f 2 I. If fBig1i=1 is a critical sequence
for I, then there is some BN such that fhas a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect
to BN .
Proof. For each i we will let Bi = fb(i)1 ; : : : ; b(i)Nig. It will also be convenient to set
ht(f) = t. Since f 2 I, there is some n1 such that f 2 Id(ffign1i=1). Thus for any
m ‚ n1, we have g(m)1 ; : : : ; g(m)Nm 2 RhXie such that
PNm
j=1 g
(m)
j b
(m)
j = f . It follows from
our deflnition of a term order that, for each m ‚ n1, the set fmaxfht⁄(g(m)j b(m)j )gNmj=1 j
g
(m)
j 2 RhXie; b(m)j 2 Bm, and
PNm
j=1 g
(m)
j b
(m)
j = fg has a unique minimal element, call it
t(m). We will note that if m1 > m2 ‚ n1, then t • t(m1) • t(m2). We recall the conditions
on T = f¿ig1i=1 and select some positive integer n such that n ‚ n1 and such that
t(n) • ¿n. For any m ‚ n we will show that if t(m) 6= t, then t(m) > t(m+1). From this and
our assumptions about term orders, it will follow that there is some N with t(N) = t and
for this N the polynomial f has a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to BN . Thus
we select some m ‚ n and assume that t(m) 6= t. Choose g1; : : : ; gNm 2 RhXie such thatPNm
i=1 gib
(m)
i = f , and such that maxfht⁄(gib(m)i )gNmi=1 = t(m). For each i = 1; : : : ; Nm set
ht(b(m)i ) = t
(m)
i ; ’i = M
t
(m)
i
t(m)
(gi); gi = gi ¡ ’i; and S =
NmX
i=1
’iei:
We note that maxfht⁄(gib(m)i )gNmi=1 < t(m), and that
f =
NmX
i=1
gib
(m)
i +
NmX
i=1
’ib
(m)
i :
By assumption we may select G = fGjgj2J a T-homogeneous basis for S(MT (b(m)1 ); : : : ;
MT (b
(m)
Nm
)) such that for each Gj 2 Trunc(G; ¿i) we have
Gj =
NmX
k=1
°
(j)
k ek and
NmX
k=1
°
(j)
k b
(m)
k
w¡!⁄Bm h
where either h = 0 or h 2 Bm+1. Now S 2 S(MT (b(m)1 ); : : : ;MT (b(m)Nm )) is T-homogeneous
of T-degree t(m) with t(m) • ¿m. With the above choice of G we may select, after possibly
reindexing, G1; : : : ; GM 2 G, and u1; : : : ; uM 2 RhXie such that
S =
MX
j=1
ujGj :
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With this choice of u1; : : : ; uM 2 RhXie we may write
NmX
i=1
’ib
(m)
i =
MX
j=1
uj
µNmX
k=1
°
(j)
k b
(m)
k
¶
:
For each j set
NmX
k=1
°
(j)
k b
(m)
k = hj :
We note that for each j we have ht⁄(ujhj) < t(m). The condition hj
w¡!⁄Bm b(m+1)‘ 2
Bm+1 implies that for some v
(j)
i 2 RhXie with 1 • i • Nm and maxfht⁄(v(j)i b(m)i )gNmi=1 •
ht(hj) we have hj ¡
PNm
i=1 v
(j)
i b
(m)
i = b
(m+1)
‘ . Similarly the condition hj
w¡!⁄Bm 0 implies
that for some v(j)i 2 RhXie with 1 • i • Nm and maxfht⁄(v(j)i b(m)i )gNmi=1 = ht(hj)
we have hj ¡
PNm
i=1 v
(j)
i b
(m)
i = 0. Since Bm µ Bm+1 it follows that for each hj and
1 • i • Nm+1 we have some ·(j)i 2 RhXie such that
hj =
Nm+1X
i=1
·
(j)
i b
(m+1)
i ;
where for each i we have maxfht⁄(·(j)i b(m+1)i )gNm+1i=1 • ht(hj). Since ht⁄(ujhj) < t(m) we
have maxfuj·(j)i b(m+1)i gi=Nm+1;j=Mi=1;j=1 < t(m). For each i with 1 • i • Nm+1, we set
g^i =
MX
j=1
uj·
(j)
i 2 RhXie:
We have
NmX
i=1
’ib
(m)
i =
Mm+1X
i=1
g^ib
(m+1)
i
and maxfht⁄(g^ib(m+1)i )gNm+1i=1 < t(m). We recall that we also have maxfht⁄(gib(m)i )gNmi=1 <
t(m). Since
f =
NmX
i=1
gib
(m)
i +
Nm+1X
i=1
g^ib
(m+1)
i ;
and since Bm µ Bm+1, we may collect terms, reindex and rename if necessary to get
f =
PNm+1
i=1 pib
(m+1)
i , with pi 2 RhXie and with maxfht⁄(pib(m+1)i )gNm+1i=1 < t(m). Thus
t(m+1) < t(m) as required. 2
Corollary 8. Let F ; T , and I be as above, and let f 2 I. If fBig1i=1 is a critical
sequence for I then there is some BN such that f
w¡!⁄BN 0.
Proof. This result follows at once from Theorem 7. 2
Corollary 9. Let I be an ideal in RhXi and assume that I has a (flnite) weak Gro˜bner
basis. If fBig1i=1 is a critical sequence for I then there is some N such that BN is a weak
Gro˜bner basis for I.
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Proof. Let F = ff1; : : : ; fng be a weak Gro˜bner basis for I. By Theorem 7, for each fi
there is some Ni such that fi has a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to BNi . If
N = maxfNigni=1 then clearly BN is a weak Gro˜bner basis for I. 2
Comment: The reader should observe the similarity of the results that we have just
presented have with Mora (1985, lem. 3.1), and Mora (1994, prop. 6.1). The approaches
are similar, the difierence is that Mora (1985, 1994) compute a sequence fGig1i=1 with
the property that
S1
i=1Gi is a Gro˜bner basis, using non-trivial syzygies; in this article
we are considering the case where the coe–cient ring may not be a fleld, so we compute
a critical sequence, fBig1i=1, such that
S1
i=1Bi is a weak Gro˜bner basis, using syzygies
that are truncated by increasing T-degrees.
Lemma 10. Let X be a computable monoid. If eX 6= ¿ 2 X, and if ¿ i is the product of
¿ with itself i times, then f¿ ig1i=1 is a partition on X.
Proof. It follows from the deflnition of a term order, and from our prior observation
that if eX 6= ¿ , then eX < ¿ , that for each i we have ¿ i < ¿ i+1. We need to show
that for all t 2 X there is some ¿ i such that t < ¿ i. Set T = fx 2 X j x < tg and
T (i) = fx 2 X j x < ¿ ig. A term order is by assumptiom a total order, so for each ¿ i
we must have either t • ¿ i or ¿ i • t. If t • ¿ i, then we have T µ T (i), and if ¿ i • t,
then we have T (i) µ T . By assumption T and each of the T (i) are flnite. Suppose that
T has N elements and each T (i) has N (i) elements. If there does not exist ¿ i such that
t < ¿ i, then for all i we have N (i) < N , but each N (i) is an integer and N (i) < N (i+1) so
limi!1N (i) = 1, and thus there is some j such that N < N (j) and for this j we also
have t < ¿ j . 2
Lemma 11. Let R be a commutative, unital, computable ring, and let X be a computable
monoid with term order. If M = (‰1t1; : : : ; ‰ntn), with 0 6= ‰i 2 R and ti 2 X, then for
each t 2 X, we can compute a basis, Bt(M), for St(M) as an R-module.
Proof. For each i = 1; : : : ; n, let M(ti; t) = f`(i)j gNij=1. Set N (0) = 0, for 1 • ” • n
set N (”) =
P”
i=1Ni, and set N = N
(n). For 1 • k • N we deflne rk as follows: First
determine ” such that N (”¡1) < k • N (”) and set rk = ‰” . Since R is computable, we can
compute a flnite set of generators for the R-module f(u1; : : : ; uN ) 2 RN j
PN
i=1 uiri = 0g.
Call this generating set Bt. We let Bt = f(v(i)1 ; : : : ; v(i)N )gmi=1. For each (v(i)1 ; : : : ; v(i)N ) we
construct an element of St(M) as follows: For each j = 1; : : : ; N , select ”j such that
N (”j¡1) < j • N (”j), and set kj = j ¡N (”j¡1). We set B(i)t =
PN
j=1 v
(i)
j `
”j
kj
, and flnally
we set Bt(M) =
Sm
i=1fB(i)t g. Clearly Bt(M) is a basis for St(M) as an R-module. 2
Lemma 12. Let R be a commutative, unital, computable ring. Let X be a computable
monoid with term order. Let T be a recursively enumerable partition on X. Let F be
a recursively enumerable set of polynomials in RhXi. Let I = Id(F). Then there is a
(non-terminating) procedure to compute successively the B1; B2; : : : of a critical sequence
fBig1i=1 of I.
Proof. For any M = (‰1t1; : : : ; ‰ntn), with 0 6= ‰i 2 R and ti 2 X, we set G(M) =S
t2X Bt(M), where Bt(M) is the basis for St(M), as an R module that was constructed
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in the previous lemma. It is clear that G(M) is a generating set for S(M) as an RhXie
module, and that, for each ¿i 2 T , Trunc(G(M); ¿i) =
S
t•¿i Bt(M) is computable. We
will now show that there is an algorithm which, for each positive integer n, produces
a set Bn µ I such that fBig1i=1 is a critical sequence for I. In particular we start
with B1 = ff1g, and for each n we will give an algorithm to compute Bn+1 given
that we know Bn. First we note that, for each t; u 2 X, the set M(t; u) is flnite and
computable, and since ideals in R are detachable, it follows that, for each f 2 RhXi and
for each F a flnite subset of RhXi, it is possible to compute a normal form for f with
respect to F . Now let Bn = fb1; : : : ; bmg for some m, let ht(bi) = ti and hc(bi) = ‰i,
let Mn = (‰1t1; : : : ; ‰mtm), let G(Mn) be the basis for S(Mn) described earlier, let
Trunc(G(Mn); ¿i) = fG1; : : : ; GNg, and flnally for each Gj let Gj =
Pm
i=1 °
(j)
i ei. For
each j let hj be a normal form, with respect to Bn for the S-polynomial
Pm
i=1 °
(j)
i bi,
and set Bn+1 = Bn [ ffn+1g [ fhj j 1 • m;hj 6= 0g. It is clear that the sequence
B1 µ B2 µ ¢ ¢ ¢ constructed in this way is a critical sequence for I. 2
Theorem 13. Let R be a commutative unital ring that is computable. Let X be a monoid
that is computable, and F be a recursively enumerable set of polynomials in RhXi. If
I = Id(F) and f 2 RhXi, then there is an semi-decision procedure that halts if and only
if f 2 I.
Proof. Select eX 6= ¿ 2 X, and let T = f¿ ig1i=1. Clearly T is a recursively enumerable
partition on X. Compute successively the B1; B2; : : : of a critical sequence fBig1i=1, of
I. Let f (1) be a normal form for f with respect to B1, and, in general, let f (i) be a
normal form for f (i¡1) with respect to Bi. The semi-decision procedure terminates when
f (n) = 0 for some n. Clearly the semi-decision procedure that we have described will
terminate if and only if f 2 I. 2
Comment: The previous semi-decision procedure is intended to give a general statement
of what can be done, and to give a basic semi-decision procedure. For certain special
cases, obvious improvements can be made. For certain choices of coe–cient ring R, we
might replace G, the basis of S(M) considered in the previous proof, with some other
convenient basis of S(M). Also, as commented earlier, if X is a flnitely generated free
monoid with a term order that is degree compatible, then we may select for each ¿i the
maximum term in X with degree equal to iN , for some flxed multiplicative constant N .
5. Gro˜bner Bases
In this section we will discuss ideals that are particularly nicely behaved. For the
remainder of this article, we will consider polynomial rings RhXi, where R is a PID and
X is a flnitely generated free monoid with term order.
Let G =
Pn
i=1 giei 2 St(M) for some t 2 X, and some M an n-tuple of non-zero
monomials in RhXi. If gi 6= 0 then let gi =
PNi
j=1 r
(i)
j `
(i)
j , the sum in simplifled form,
with each r(i)j 2 R, and `(i)j 2 Xe. If gi = 0 then set Ni = 0. We deflne the index of G to
be
Pn
i=1Ni.
Theorem 14. Let M = (M1; : : : ;Mn) be an n-tuple of non-zero monomials in RhXi
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where R is a PID. If G 2 S(M) is T-homogeneous with T-degree t, then G may be
written as a sum of syzygies, in S(M), all of T-degree t and all with index two.
Proof. The reader who has followed the proof of Theorem 13 will have little problem
extending the proof of Mo˜ller (1989, prop. 1 p. 218) to the non-commutative case. 2
We can see that if F = ff1; : : : ; fng with hc(fi) = ri, ht(fi) = ti andM = (MT (f1); : : : ;
MT (fn)), then we can construct a basis for S(M) as follows: for each i; j (where we may
have i = j) select a(j)i and a
(i)
j 2 R such that a(j)i ri = a(i)j rj is a least common multiple
of ri and rj . Let O(MT (fi);MT (fj)) be the set of syzygies S = a(j)i `1ei ¡ a(i)j `2ej ; with
`1 = [‚1 › ‰1] 2 Xe; with `2 = [‚2 › ‰2] 2 Xe where there does not exist ! 2 X such
that either ‰1 = !tj‰2 and ‚2 = ‚1ti!, or ‚1 = ‚2tj! and ‰2 = !ti‰1; and with at
least one of the following four conditions holding: (1:) ‚1 = ‰1 = eX , (2:) ‚2 = ‰2 = eX
(3:) ‚1 = ‰2 = eX , (4:) ‚2 = ‰1 = eX . We also let N (MT (fi);MT (fj)) be the set
of syzygies S = a(j)i [eX › !tj ]ei ¡ a(i)j [ti! › eX ]ej , for some ! 2 X. Clearly the set
[[i;jN (MT (fi);MT (fj))] [ [[i;jO(MT (fi);MT (fj))] is a basis for S(M).
If 0 62 F = ff1; : : : ; fng, M = (MT (f1); : : : ;MT (fn)), and G =
Pn
i=1 giei 2 St(M), for
some t 2 X, then G will be called inessential with respect to F if there is a representationPn
i=1 gifi =
Pn
i=1 pifi, with pi 2 RhXie such that maxfht⁄(pifi)g < t. G will be called
essential with respect to F if it is not inessential with respect to F . The notion of essential
and inessential syzygies generalizes the notion of non-trivial and trivial syzygies. As we
will see, in a manner similar to trivial syzygies, we can \ignore" inessential syzygies when
computing weak Gro˜bner bases.
Theorem 15. Let 0 62 F = ff1; : : : ; fng µ RhXi. Let I = Id(F ). Let M = (MT (f1); : : : ;
MT (fn)). In addition let B be a T-homogeneous basis for S(M). If, for all G =
Pn
i=1 gi 2
B, essential with respect to F , we have that
Pn
i=1 gifi has a weak Gro˜bner representation
with respect to F , then F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for I.
Proof. First we observe that our assumptions imply that if
G =
nX
i=1
giei 2 B
has T-degree t, then regardless of whether G is essential with respect to F or inessential
with respect to F , we have that
nX
i=1
gifi =
nX
i=1
hifi with maxfht⁄(hifi)gni=1 < t:
For notation set ht(fi) = t(i). Now suppose that there is some f 2 I that does not have
a weak Gro˜bner representation with respect to F . Let
f =
nX
i=1
pifi with pi 2 RhXie and t = maxfht⁄(pifi)gni=1:
Moreover assume that t is minimal over all such possible representations. Since we are
assuming that f does not have a weak Gro˜bner representation it must be that t > ht(f).
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Now for each i = 1; : : : ; n set ht(fi) = t(i), and set
’i = M t
(i)
t (pi); and pi = pi ¡ ’i:
Clearly
S =
nX
i=1
’iei 2 S(M):
We can write
S =
mX
j=1
ujGj ; for some G1; : : : ; Gm 2 B:
Let each
Gj =
nX
i=1
g
(j)
i ei
be T-homogeneous of T-degree tj . For each j = 1; : : : ;m let
nX
i=1
g
(j)
i fi =
nX
i=1
h
(j)
i fi; with maxfht⁄(h(j)i fi)gni=1 < tj :
Thus X
j2J
’jfj =
mX
j=1
uj
‰ nX
i=1
g
(j)
i fi
¾
=
mX
j=1
uj
‰ nX
i=1
h
(j)
i fi
¾
=
nX
i=1
‰ mX
j=1
ujh
(j)
i
¾
fi:
Setting
vi =
mX
j=1
ujh
(j)
i
we get that X
j2J
’jfj =
nX
i=1
vifi; where maxfht⁄(vifi)gni=1 < t:
Setting qi = pi + vi we get that
f =
nX
i=1
qifi; with maxfht⁄(qifi)gni=1 < t;
but this contradicts the minimality of t. Thus each f 2 I must have a weak Gro˜bner
representation with respect to F . Thus F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for I. 2
Comment: The previous theorem is motivated by Mora (1985, thm 3.3).
Theorem 16. Let X be the free monoid on the set fx1; : : : ; xng. Assume that y1; : : : ; ym 62
fx1; : : : ; xng and let Y be the free monoid on the set fx1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; ymg. Assume
that X and Y have term orders such that Y is an order preserving extension of X. Let
F = ff1; : : : ; fmg µ RhXi, ht(fi) = ti, hc(fi) = ri, M = (MT (f1); : : : ;MT (fm)), and
IY = IdRhY i(F ). F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for IY if and only if for each S-polynomial,
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h, resulting from a syzygy in [[i;jO(MT (fi);MT (fj))] [
£[i;jfa(j)i [eY › y1tj ]ei
¡ a(i)j [tiy1 › eY ]ejg
⁄
we have h
m;w¡!⁄F 0. (The a(j)i and a(i)j are as previously deflned).
Proof. (() Clear. ()) It su–ces to show that every syzygy of the form S = a(j)i [eY ›
!tj ]ei ¡ a(i)j [ti! › eY ]ej , with ! 2 Y , is inessential with respect to F . By assumption
each S-polynomial hy1 = a
(j)
i fiy1tj ¡ a(i)j tiy1fj
m;w¡!⁄F 0. So we can write hy1 = h0 m;w¡!F
h1
m;w¡!F ¢ ¢ ¢ m;w¡!F hN = 0. Each hi¡1¡hi =
Pm
j=1 g
(i)
j fj , a weak Gro˜bner representation,
where each g(i)j = 0 or g
(i)
j = r
(i)
j `
(i)
j with 0 6= r(i)j 2 R and `(i)j 2 Y e. We claim
that each monomial summand in
Pm
j=1 g
(i)
j fj and in hi for each i is of the form r¿1y1¿2
with 0 6= r 2 R, ¿1; ¿2 2 X; ¿1 • ti; ¿2 • tj , and we do not have both ¿1 = ti and
¿2 = tj . The assertion is clearly true for h0. Assume that it is true for hi¡1. We have
hi¡1¡hi =
Pm
j=1 g
(i)
j fj , where each g
(i)
j = 0 or ht(g
(i)
j fj) = ht(hi¡1). By assumption each
summand of hi¡1 is of the form r¿1y1¿2 with 0 6= r 2 R, ¿1; ¿2 2 X; ¿1 • ti; ¿2 • tj , and we
do not have both ¿1 = ti and ¿2 = tj . Let ht(hi¡1) = ¿^1y1¿^2. Since y1 does not occur as a
factor in any monomial summand of any fj , we must have g
(i)
j = 0 or g
(i)
j = r
(i)
j `
(i)
j , where
`
(i)
j = [u›vy1¿^2] or `(i)j = [¿^1y1u›v] for some u; v 2 X. We will assume `(i)j = [u›vy1¿^2],
with the case `(i)j = [¿^1y1u › v] being similar. Suppose that fj =
PNj
i=1 fi
(j)
i t
(j)
i with
fi
(j)
i 6= 0 and t(j)1 > t(j)2 > ¢ ¢ ¢ > t(j)Nj . We have g
(i)
j fj =
PNj
i=1 fi
(j)
i ut
(j)
i vy1¿^2. Since
ut
(j)
1 vy1¿^2 = ¿^1y1¿^2, and for i > 1 we have ut
(j)
i v < ¿^1, it follows that each monomial
summand of g(i)j fj is of the form r¿1y1¿2, with 0 6= r 2 R, ¿1; ¿2 2 X; ¿1 • ti; ¿2 • tj , and
we do not have both ¿1 = ti and ¿2 = tj . Thus each monomial summand in
Pm
j=1 g
(i)
j fj ,
and in hi for each i is of the form r¿1y1¿2 with 0 6= r 2 R, ¿1; ¿2 2 X; ¿1 • ti; ¿2 • tj , and
we do not have both ¿1 = ti and ¿2 = tj as required. Let gj =
PN
i=1 g
(i)
j , and let g^j be
the result of substituting ! for y1 in gj . We have that a
(j)
i fi!tj ¡ a(i)j ti!fj =
Pm
j=1 g^jfj ,
and clearly maxfht⁄(g^jfj)gmj=1 < ti!tj , so S is inessential as claimed. 2
If F = ff1; : : : ; fmg µ RhXi is a weak Gro˜bner basis for I = IdRhXi(F ), and if for
all Z, an order preserving extension of X, F is also a weak Gro˜bner basis for IdRhZi(F ),
then F will be called an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis for I.
Corollary 17. Let F = ff1; : : : ; fmg µ RhXi. If there is some Y , a proper order
preserving extension X such that F is a weak Gro˜bner basis for IdRhY i(F ), then F is an
extendible weak Gro˜bner basis.
As we can see from the previous corollary and from Theorem 6, the property of an ideal
having a weak Gro˜bner basis that is preserved under an order preserving extension of the
monoid is intrinsic to the ideal in question (and of course the given term order) and is
independent of both the particular weak Gro˜bner basis chosen and of the order preserving
extension chosen. We can see that Theorem 16 gives us a semi-decision procedure to
determine whether a set of polynomials is an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis for the ideal
that they generate. Thus we can see that if an ideal I possesses an extendible weak
Gro˜bner basis, then there is an algorithm to flnd an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis for I.
We start to generate a critical sequence fBig1i=1 for I and after we generate each Bi
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we check to see if Bi is an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis. Clearly this procedure will
terminate if and only if I possesses an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis, and if it does
terminate, then it produces an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis for I.
Example: Let Z be the ring of integers, letX be the free monoid on the set fx1; x2; x3; x4g,
with term order given flrst by degree then lexicographically by x1 < x2 < x3 < x4. Also
let f1; f2 2 ZhXi be given by f1 = 14x1x2x2x3 ¡ 2x2x1 and f2 = 10x1x4x4x3 ¡ 2x4x1,
and let I be the ideal in Zhx1; x2; x3; x4i generated by f1 and f2. We will show that
ff1; f2g is an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis for I. Let X be the free monoid on the
set fx1; x2; x3; x4; yg with term order given flrst by degree then lexicographically by
x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 < y. Clearly O(MT (f1);MT (f2)) = O(MT (f2);MT (f1)) = ; (the
empty set), and both O(MT (f1);MT (f1)) and O(MT (f2);MT (f2)) consist of exactly the
zero syzygy. We are left to consider flrst S1 = 5[eY ›yx1x4x4x3]e1¡7[x1x2x2x3y›eY ]e2
and second S2 = ¡7[eY › yx1x2x2x3]e2 + 5[x1x4x4x3y › eY ]e1. S1 has S-polynomial
h1 = ¡10x2x1yx1x4x4x3 +14x1x2x2x3yx4x1 with h1¡f1yx4x1¡x2x1yf2 = 0. Similarly
S2 has S-polynomial h2 = 14x4x1yx1x2x2x3 ¡ 10x1x4x4x3yx2x1 with h2 ¡ x4x1yf1 ¡
f2yx2x1 = 0.
Now we will see how some of our ideas can be applied to the theory of Lie algebras.
In Mora (1994) the theory of Gro˜bner bases was used to give a simple proof of the
Poincar¶e{Birkhofi{Witt Theorem for Lie algebras over a fleld. We will see that these
ideas can be extended to a somewhat more general setting. In particular a Lie algebra L
over a commutative ring R is an R-module L equipped with a bilinear bracket operation
[ ; ] : L £ L ¡! L that satisfles the conditions [x; x] = 0 and [[x; y]z] + [[y; z]; x] +
[[z; x]; y] = 0 for all x; y; z 2 L. See Jacobson (1980, p. 142). For this example we shall
restrict our attention to the case where R is a PID and L is a flnitely generated R-
module. It will be convienent to avoid trivialities and to assume that L is not the zero
R-module. It is well known that we can write L = T ' F , where flrst either T is the
zero R-module or T = 'mj=1R=IdR(frjg) where r1; : : : ; rm are non-zero elements of R
such that r1 j r2 j ¢ ¢ ¢ j rm, and each IdR(frjg) 6= R, (r1; : : : ; rm are the invariant
factors of L); and where second F is a flnitely generated free R-module that may or
may not be the zero R-module. The reader unfamilar with the structure of modules
over a PID may consult Lang (1993, p. 146{155). Thus we have e1; : : : ; en 2 L such
that L = 'nj=1Rej , where T = 'mj=1Rej , where IdR(frjg) is the annihilator of ej , and
where F = 'nj=m+1Rej . The obvious modiflcations are made if either T or F is the
zero R-module. The number n ¡ m is called the free rank, or the Betti number of L.
With this set-up we have structure coe–cients faijlgni;j;l=1 where [ei; ej ] =
Pn
l=1 aijlel.
If T is not the zero R-module, then these structure coe–cients are not unique, but if
fa0ijlgni;j;l=1 is another set of structure coe–cients, then for all i; j and 1 • l • m we
have aijl ¡ a0ijl 2 IdR(frlg), and for all i; j and l > m we have aijl = a
0
ijl. We may, and
will, assume that we have aijl = ¡ajil for all i; j; l. If T (L) is the tensor algebra of L as
an R-module, then the universal enveloping algebra of L, denoted by U(L), is given by
U(L) = T (L)=B, where B = IdT (L)(fu › v ¡ v › u ¡ [u; v] j u; v 2 Lg). See Jacobson
(1980, p. 142). Let X be the free monoid on fx1; : : : ; xng, and for each 1 • j < i • n
let pij = xixj ¡ xjxi ¡
Pn
l=1 aijlxl 2 RhXi. We also let P = fpijg1•i<j•n. If T is not
the zero R-module, then we let qi = rixi for 1 • i • m, and we set Q = fqigmi=1; if T is
the zero R-module, then we let Q be the empty set. Finally, we let IU = IdRhXi(P [Q).
Clearly U(L) is canonically isomorphic to RhXi=IU . It is this latter representation that
we shall use. For the remainder of this discussion, we will order terms in RhXi flrst by
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degree then lexicographically by xn > ¢ ¢ ¢ > x1. Analgous to the fleld case, see Mora
(1994), our proof of the Poincar¶e{Birkhofi{Witt Theorem follows easliy from the next
lemma.
Lemma 18. P [Q is an extendible weak Gro˜bner basis for IU .
Proof. First we must examine S-polynomials resulting from non-trivial syzygies. Clearly
zero is the only possible S-polynomial resulting from a non-trivial syzygy between ele-
ments of Q. Thus if Q is non-empty, then we start by considering S-polynomials re-
sulting from syzygies between an element of Q and an element of P . In this situa-
tion there is basically one case to consider: h1 = qixj ¡ ripij = rixjxi +
Pn
l=1 riaijlxl,
h1 ¡ xjqi = ¡
Pn
l=1 riaijlxl. Now for all ej we have ri[ei; ej ] = [riei; ej ] = [0; ej ] = 0,
thus
Pn
l=1 riaijlel = 0, so for each l > m we must have aijl = 0, and for each l with
aijl 6= 0 we must have rl j riaijl. We conclude that h m;w¡!
⁄
Q0. The case h1 = xiqj ¡ rjpij
is treated in a similar manner. Next we consider S-polynomials resulting from non-trivial
syzygies between elements of P . In the fleld case, see Mora (1994), this is the only case to
consider. Here there is essentially one case to consider, that is h1 = xipjk ¡ pijxk where
i > j > k. We set
h2 = h1 + pikxj ¡ xjpik ¡ pjkxi + xkpij ;
where after collecting terms and rearranging we can write
h2 = ¡
X
l 6=j
aiklxlxj ¡
X
l 6=i
ajklxixl ¡
X
l 6=k
aijlxkxl
+
X
l 6=j
aiklxjxl +
X
l 6=i
ajklxlxi +
X
l 6=k
aijlxlxk:
We note that there is no cancellation of terms in this expression. Each monomial sum-
mand afifl°xuxv with u > v leads to a reduction by afifl°puv. After these reductions we
are left with
h3 =
nX
v=1
•
¡
i¡1X
l=1
ajklailv +
nX
l=i+1
ajklaliv +
j¡1X
l=1
aiklajlv
¡
nX
l=j+1
aiklaljv +
k¡1X
l=1
aijlaklv +
nX
l=k+1
aijlalkv
‚
xv:
Since for all fi; fl; ° we have afifl° = ¡aflfi° , we may rewrite the previous expression to
obtain
h3 = ¡
nX
v=1
• nX
l=1
ajklailv +
nX
l=1
akilajlv +
nX
l=1
aijlaklv
‚
xv:
By the Jacobi identity we have
[ek; [ei; ej ]] + [ei; [ej ; ek]] + [ej ; [ek; ei]] =
nX
v=1
• nX
l=1
ajklailv +
nX
l=1
akilajlv +
nX
l=1
aijlaklv
‚
ev:
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Thus for all v > m we have
nX
l=1
ajklailv +
nX
l=1
akilajlv +
nX
l=1
aijlaklv = 0;
and for all v such that
Pn
l=1 ajklailv +
Pn
l=1 akilajlv +
Pn
l=1 aijlaklv 6= 0, we have
rv j
µ nX
l=1
ajklailv +
nX
l=1
akilajlv +
nX
l=1
aijlaklv
¶
;
and thus h3
m;w¡!⁄Q 0.
Second we must examine S-polynomials resulting from trivial syzygies. If h is an S-
polymonial resulting from a trivial syzygy between an element of Q and an element of
P [Q, then it is clear that h m;w¡!⁄Q 0. Finally we must consider S-polynomials resulting
from non-trivial syzygies between elements of P . In particular, for i > j and k > l, we
consider
h1 = xixjtpkl ¡ pijtxkxl
= ¡xixjtxlxk ¡
nX
v=1
aklvxixjtxv + xjxitxlxk +
nX
v=1
aijvxvtxkxl:
We set
h2 = h1 + pijtxlxk ¡ xjxipkl;
and thus
h2 = ¡
nX
v=1
aklvxixjtxv +
nX
v=1
aijvxvtxkxl
¡
nX
v=1
aijvxvtxlxk ¡
nX
v=1
aklvxixjtxv:
Clearly there is no cancellation of terms, we can further reduce to
h3 = ¡
nX
v=1
nX
u=1
aklvaijuxutxv +
nX
v=1
nX
u=1
akluaijvxvtxu
which is easily seen to equal zero. 2
For any f 2 RhXi we let f denote the equivalence class of f in RhXi=IU . Our next
theorem will be a generalization, to Lie algebras over a PID, of the Poincar¶e{Birkhofi{
Witt Theorem.
Theorem 19. Let R be a PID, and let L be a Lie algebra over R. As an R-module
let L have invariant factors r1; : : : ; rm, and free rank n ¡m for some n. The universal
enveloping algebra U(L) = RhXi=IU is generated as an R-module by fxm11 ¢ ¢ ¢xmnn j
0 • m1; : : : ; 0 • mng. Moreover, the only dependence relations on fxm11 ¢ ¢ ¢xmnn j 0 •
m1; : : : ; 0 • mng are those induced by rixi = 0 for 1 • i • m. Thus if R[x1; : : : ; xn] is
the polynomial ring in the commuting variables x1; : : : ; xn, then as an R-module U(L)
is isomorphic to R[x1; : : : ; xn]=IdR[x1;:::;xn](fr1x1; : : : ; rmxmg). In particular if L is free,
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as an R-module, then U(L) is freely generated, as an R-module, by fxm11 ¢ ¢ ¢xmnn j 0 •
m1; : : : ; 0 • mng.
Proof. Let V be the R-submodule of U(L) generated by fxm11 ¢ ¢ ¢xmnn j 0 • m1; : : : ; 0 •
mng. Suppose that V 6= L. Then there is some term t 2 RhXi such that t 62 V . Pick
t0 to be the minimal term such that t0 62 V . Clearly deg t0 > 2. Since t0 62 V we
must have t0 62 fxm11 ¢ ¢ ¢xmnn j 0 • m1; : : : ; 0 • mng, so we must have t0 = t1xixjt2
for some t1; t2 2 X and for i > j. In this case t0 w¡!pij t1xjxit2 +
Pn
l=1 aijlt1xlt2, but
t1xjxit2 < t0, and for each l we have t1xlt2 < t0. Thus we must have that V = U(L). Now
suppose that for some mutually distinct t1 = x
m
(1)
1
1 ¢ ¢ ¢xm
(1)
n
n ; : : : ; tN = x
m
(N)
1
1 ¢ ¢ ¢xm
(N)
n
n ,
and for some non-zero r1; : : : ; rN 2 R we have
PN
i=1 riti = 0 in U(L). This is equivalent
to
PN
i=1 riti
w¡!⁄P[Q 0, but it is clear that
PN
i=1 riti is a normal form with respect to P ,
so the only possible reductions are with respect to Q. 2
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